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MOTORWAY LIGHTING UNDER FOG CONDITIONS; ABSTRACT 

Physica1 and meteoro10gica1 aspects of fog 

Fog is a meteoro10gica1 condition where a large number of very sma11 drop

lets of water float in the atmosphere. The resu1ting dispersion of light 

reduces the visibi1ity. More in particu1ar, the light fr om a "glare" 

source wi11 form a haze that stretches over the complete field of view. 

This wi1l resu1t in a contrast reduction, and therefore of ten to a reduc

tion in the visibi1ity of the object. Because the drop lets are very sma11 , 

the light is either scattered over large ang1es or not scattered at all. 

This means that the contrasts are reduced, but not the "sharpness" of the 

edges and 1ines in the field of view. Furthermore, as fog droplets usually 

are of the same order of magnitude as the wave1ength of the (visible) 

light, fog is colourless (white or gray); the light is scattered indepen

dent1y of the wavelength. And finally, water is a clear fluid that absorbs 

no light. 

The daytime meteorological visibi1ity (v) is defined as the distance at 

which a b1ack object forms a contrast of 2% to the horizon sky. At night 

the visual range is used, the range over which a specific light is just 

visible. The definition of the visibi1ity is re1ated to the visua1 thres

ho1d. This means that all practicalobjects cease to be adequate1y visib1e 

at a distance much shorter than the meteoro1ogica1 visibi1ity. The practi

cal visibi1ity distance for realobjects is about one-third of v. 

Fog is formed by condensation. For this, there must be enough water in the 

atmosphere, the temperature must be 10w enough for the re1ative humidity 

to be 100%, and there must be enough condensation nuclei. The droplet size 

and its distribution do not differ very much for different fogs. Fogs may 

differ great1y, however, in respect to the number of droplets per unit of 

volume, resu1ting in large differences in visibi1ity. Fog droplets there 

fore show an a1most perfect spherica1 shape . As the average size of the 

droplets is of the same order of magnitude as the wave1ength of the light, 

the dispersion primari1y resu1ts from diffraction "around" the droplets . 

The dispersion does not depend in any appreciab1e way on the wavelength. 

The consequences for practice are very important. First, it does not make 

any sense at all to use co10ured light for illumination in fog, like e.g. 

low-pressure sodium lights. 
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These lamps may have a number of advantages also in fog (as a result of 

their relative large dimensions) but not as a result of the colour of 

their light. 

Fog does not scatter the light in all directions equally strong. The "for 

ward" scatter (along the direction of the light) is by far the strongest; 

the backward scatter ("back scatter") is less strong, but still quite 

remarkable. And the scatter in crosswise directions ("side scatter") is by 

far the weakest. In practice this means that theoangle between observation 

and light incidence should be as close to 90 degrees as possible. This 

is a major advantage of the application of catenary lighting in fog-prone 

regions. 

Fog is formed when the temperature of water-carrying air is reduced o The 

temperature drop can be the result of a migration of the air. 

The most common type of fog of this sort is the advective fog. Moist air 

is moved by the general circulation towards an area where the temperature 

is lower. Advective fog is more common in the winter than in the summer. 

As the overall temperature is low, and thus the absolute humidity, advec

tive fog usually is not very dense, but usually it is very extended. 

Another type of fog is the mountain fog. The droplets form as a result of 

a drop in air temperature, as the air is pressed uphill. The fog may be 

very dense. Mountain fog is restricted to hilly or mountainous regions. 

It can form in any season. The fog usually is not very extensive, nor very 

patchy. 

The third important fog type is the radiation fog, which forms when in 

stationary air the temperature drops, e.g. from nocturnal radiation. 

Radiation fog will form only at night, and particularly at the end of the 

night when temperatures are lowest. Radiation fog is formed usually in the 

summer. Radiation fog can be extremely patchy, and extremely dense . 

Visibility aspects of fog 

The main effect of fog on road traffic is the contrast reduction as a 

result of the "veil" that extends over the field of view . 

When driving a car, it is possible only to arrive at sensible decisions 

regarding the "near future" when the driver can be certain that there will 
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be nothing sudden, unexpected or hazardous. The required preview depends 

on the manoeuvre to be executed. The smaller manoeuvres such as making 

small corrections to the cross-wise position within the driving lane or 

to the driving speed are related to the actual handling of the vehicle, 

require only a preview of about 3 seconds. For "higher" manoeuvres like 

changing driving lanes the preview must be about 7 to 10 seconds . For 

still "higher" manoeuvres like coming to a stop, overtaking a preceding 

vehicle on a two-lane two-way road, or passing a priority intersection, 

a preview of some 20 to 40 seconds may be requirèd. 

The next question is, what elements should be regarded as visually criti

cal. The following elements seem to be of special importance: 

- for keeping the lateral position in the traffic lane: the lane markings 

and the (horizontal) general road markings, and the border of the pavement 

itself; 

- for keeping the distance to the preceding traffic: obviously the preced

ing vehicle itself, and more in particular its markings (lamps and retro

reflectors); 

- for the emergency manoeuvres: a wide variety of objects, like signals 

(lights and other) on vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists on or near the 

road and obstacles like rocks and boxes. 

It is not enough that the visually critical elements are visible; it is 

necessary that there is a fair chance that they are effectively detected. 

The role of artificial lighting 

It is generally accepted that fog is a considerable road-safety hazard · 

In most countries, the percentage of fog accidents is between 1 and 3%, 

with peaks in both directions. 

The function of artificial light in fog is essentially the same as the 

function for clear atmosphere. It is to make the visually critical 

elements (better) visible. Studies point out that the accident risk in the 

dark is 50% to 100% higher that during daytime. However, during rain or 

fog at night, the accident risk can increase to the ten-fold of the risk 

in dry, clear daytime . It is therefore recommended to install general 

purpose road lighting on motorways that run through noted fog-prone areas. 
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Reguirements for motorway lighting in fog 

When lane changings at high speeds and/or overtaking manoeuvres at low 

speeds are deemed necessary, the visibility should be at least 700 m; when 

the visibility is 300 m, corrections to the lateral position within the 

driving lane are still possible at high speeds (120 km/h), and lane 

changings at low speeds (50 km/h), but overtaking is out of the question, 

even at 50 km/h. 

This points to an aspect of road safety in fog that is of ten overlooked or 

not understood. Many people drive at high speeds in clear air - say 120 

km/h. Under these conditions they can perform safely almost all relevant 

motorway manoeuvres. When fog begins, they reduce speed, and may consider 

themselves as real safe drivers: they slow down to - say - 90 km/h. What 

they do not realise is that for many manoeuvres, particularly involving 

other traffic participants, this speed is far too high for safe driving 

even under moderate fog. A speed of maybe 50 km/h would be called for. 

As regards road lighting, in order to be able to perform the manoeuvres 

like corrections in speed or position, the road, the limits of the road, 

the road markings and any small object on the road must be visible up to 

200 to 300 meters in order to permit safe, fast traffic. Normal general 

purpose road lighting of adequate standards will be able to provide the 

required information. More precise, the requirements as given in the eIE 

(and similar) recommendations suffice in almost all cases. These recom

mendations are for motorways: a luminance level L of 1 to 1.5 cd/m2 , a 

uniformity Uo better than 0.7 and regarding the glare restriction a TI 

of less than 15%. For moderate fog (v not less than some 300 m) the same 

requirements are valid . For more complicated manoeuvres, like lane 

changes, the preview requirements are much higher. Here, the visibility 

of the road itself is of ten not sufficient, due to the foreshortening of 

the road in the perspective view. For high speed traffic, additional in 

formation is needed. Usually, this information is provided by delineators . 

These delineators are equipped with retroreflectors, which are less effec 

tive in fog, as a result of the fact that the light has to traverse twice 

the fog layer between the delineator and the driver - once travelling from 

the lamp to the delineator, and once more on the way back. In fog, road 

lighting lanterns are indispensable. For still more complicated manoeuvres, 
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the preview is still larger. The required information relates primarily to 

the run of the road. Here, the information requires both in clear air as 

in fog the presence of road lighting lanterns. 

In this respect, three further remarks must be made. First, it should be 

noted - as has been indicated earlier - that the visual range fr om light 

sources is larger than the visibility as measured from the contrast thres

hold. A diffusely reflecting object cannot be seen as far as a light 

source. This means that for a medium- or long-range preview, light sources 

are much to be preferred, particularly in fog conditions. 

The second remark has to do with the same facts. During the day, road 

lighting lanterns are just (small) diffusely reflecting objects, but at 

night they emit light. This is the ground for the well-known phenomenon 

that the visual guidance at night can be much better than at day, provided 

the road carries a road lighting installation. 

The third remark is again related to the first and the second: in spite 

of the fact that disability glare is a negative factor in road lighting, 

that should be restricted as far as possible, the lanterns should be 

constructed in such a way that the light distributions are not completely 

of the "cut-off" type, particularly in fog conditions. Severe glare should 

be avoided, of course, but in this respect the TI-value of 15% as quoted 

above from the CIE-Recommendations gives a good result in fog. The open 

cut-off lanterns that were popular on the continent of Europe several 

decades ago, showing a TI of 5% or even less, are to be avoided for fog 

conditions. 

Installation characteristics for motorway lighting in fog 

If the lighting is supposed to be particularly effective in fog, it should 

be adapted in all cases to the specific characteristics of light scatter 

and light transmission in fog. The scatter is not equally strong in all 

directions: side scatter is lowest; back scatter is more pronounced, and 

forward scat ter is strongest. And as the major disturbance of fog is 

caused by the veil that results from the scatter of light, it is clear 

that road lighting is most beneficial in fog when the light is emitted 

crosswise in respect to the direction of view. This refers particularly 

to those manoeuvres that require a short-range preview . The best results 

are found with lighting systems that emit the light perpendicular to the 
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road axis, like e.g . catenary lighting. Cut -off lanterns, where in spite 

of the symmetric light distribution, the light emitted along the road axis 

in the same direction as the traffic is predominant, are less beneficial 

as the back scatter is more disturbing than the side scatter . And non-cut 

off lanterns, where the light emitted along the road axis against the 

traffic dominates, are not suitable at all during fog. 

Luminaires that emit much light against the traffic may have a large 

visual range, but they cause an intense light veil as the result of the 

forward scatter. Practice indicates that the normal catenary lighting 

lanterns give the best compromise: they remain visible in most fog situa

tions; only in the densest of fogs they are clearly less visible than non 

cut-off lanterns; however, under such conditions road traffic is hardly 

possible at all. Catenary lighting has another advantage: the rather short 

interdistance between the lanterns (usually between 15 and 30 m) support 

the view regarding the run of the road at intermediate distances. This is 

already a marked advantage in clear weather, but even more so in fog. 

Catenary lighting is therefore recommended for general purpose lighting in 

fog-prone areas. 

Contrary to what is of ten stated, natural (clean) fog scatters all visible 

light equally strong. However, the scatter is influenced to a certain 

degree by the (intrinsic) luminance of the light sources. Therefore, large 

lamps show a certain advantage over concentrated sources. This favours 

low-pressure sodium lamps and fluorescent tubes over high-pressure sodiurn 

or mercury lamps. In view of the lumen output per unit, the low-pressure 

sodium lamps are to be preferred for motorway lighting, particularly be

cause the monochromatic light is not a draw-back at all for lighting roads 

exclusively for motorized traffic. 

In conclusion, length-wise mounted catenary lighting systems equipped with 

low-pressure sodium lamps are recommended for general purpose lighting 

for motorways in fog-prone areas . 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Fog is a meteorological condition where a large number of very small drop

lets of water flow in the atmosphere, forming an aerosol. As the droplets 

are of the same order of magnitude as the wave1ength of (visible) light, 

the light is dispersed by the fog. This dispersion reduces the visibility. 

First1y, light fr om the objects to be seen is dispersed, it is propagated 

into other directions, it wi11 not reach the eye of the observer, and 

therefore cannot contribute to the visua1 perception. Second1y, light 

originating from other parts of the field of view, that is emitted into a 

direction different from the eye of the observer wi11 be dispersed as well 

and may in part reach the eye of the observer, where it cannot contribute 

to the perception - in contrary, it will cause disturbance. More in par

ticu1ar, if the light originates fr om astrong "glare" source, the scat

tered light wi1l form a haze that stretches over the complete field of 

view. The 1uminance of this haze must be added to the luminances of the 

object and its direct surround - the parts of the field of view that are 

relevant for the perception. This wi11 resu1t in a contrast reduction, and 

therefore of ten to a reduction in the visibility of the object. 

This can bee seen as follows. Traditiona1ly, the contrast (the intrinsic 

contrast) is defined a fo110ws: 

L1 - L2 
C = ----- [1] 

where L1 is the 1uminance of the object, and L2 the 1uminance of the 

surround (both in cd/m2). When a haze (usually called a "veil") with 1umi

nance of Lv (in cd/m2) is spread over the field of view, both Ll and L2 

are increased by Lv. The contrast (the visib1e contrast) C' becomes: 

(L1 + Lv) - (L2 + Lv) L1 - L2 
C' - ------------------ - -------- [2 ] 

Comparing [1] and [2] shows direct1y that the nominator is the same, but 

the denominator is increased . So C' is a1ways smaller than C. 

Three important notes shou1d be made: First, the droplets are very smal1, 

so the light is either scattered over large ang1es or not scattered at 
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all. This means that the contrasts are reduced, but not the "sharpness" of 

the edges and lines in the field of view. Secondly, as fog droplets usual

ly are of the same order of magnitude as the wavelength of the (visible) 

light, fog is colourless (white or gray): the light is scattered indepen

dently of the wavelength. In this respect, fog differs fr om haze. And 

thirdly, water is a clear fluid that absorbs no light. Also this resu l ts 

in a colourless fog, different fr om smoke or smog. In the latter, the 

colour of the aerosol particles (e.g. sulphur) may give a distinct colour 

to the clouds. 
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2. METEOROLOGICAL ASPECTS OF FOG AND FOG FORMATION 

2.1. Meteorologica1 visibi1ity 

Fog is defined in the meteoro1ogica1 practice as an aeroso1 primari1y 

consisting of water, in a density that the horizontal meteoro1ogica1 visi

bility (v) is reduced to 1000 meter or 1ess. When v is between 1000 and 

2000 meter, meteoro1ogists speak of "haze"; when v is over 2000 meter, 

there is no standardized term, a1though for a person outdoors the scene 

might look quite "hazy" 

The meteoro1ogica1 visibi1ity is defined as the distance at which a b1ack 

object (with zero ref1ectance) forms a contrast of 2% to the horizon sky. 

The precise definition is given in Doug1as & Booker (1977). This defini

tion cannot be used direct1y. First1y, it cannot be measured directly; 

second1y, the horizon sky usually cannot be defined, and third1y, zero 

ref1ectance does not exist in rea1ity. Traditiona11y, the visibi1ity is 

assessed by judging whether specific landmarks are still just visible. 

At day, these landmarks are church spires, chimneys etc. 

The night-time visibi1ity is defined different1y. In fact, at night the 

more relevant measure is the visua1 range, the range over which a light 

of a specified 1uminous intensity is (just) visib1e. Again, the precise 

definition is given in Doug1as & Booker (1977). At night the visua1 range 

was estimated in practice by assessing the visibi1ity of a number of 

fixed, known lights near the observationa1 site. Usua1ly they were red 

obstac1e lights . 

As data regarding the visibility were used most1y in aviation, and because 

one cou1d on1y f1y when there was good visibi1ity, these empirical assess

ments did suffice for many decades. When radio beacon and radar assisted 

bad-weather flying became feasible (theoretical down to zero visibility) 

the traditional assessment was not accurate enough. Furthermore, it could 

not be accepted any longer that it was not possible to re1ate the day-time 

and the night-time visibi1ity in any reasonab1e way. Since about twenty 

years the visua1 assessment of the visibi1ity has been replaced - at least 

at the major meteorologica1 stations - by the measurement of the atmo 

spheric transmission. Standard tables were set up to convert transmission 

data into visibility data. These tables exist both for day-time conditions 
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(contrast thresh01ds) as for night-time conditions (visua1 range of 

1ights). However, these two cannot be converted to one another in a simp1e 

way. An examp1e is given in Figure 1 where the values, both calculated, 

are p10tted in arelation to the atmospheric transmission . We have trans

formed the data fr om this figure in a tabie: see Table 1. We will come 

back to these data in para. 5.5 when discussing motorway lighting systems 

for fog conditions. 

One should realize that the definition of the visibi1ity is related to a 

situation that almost coincides with the visual threshold. This means that 

all practicalobjects cease to be adequately visible at a distance much 

shorter than v. When the meteorological visibility is e.g. 1000 meter, 

most practicalobjects like trees, houses and cars cannot be seen properly 

when they are more than maybe 300 - 400 meter away. Some data are given 

in Table 2. It seems to be at the safe side to consider the practical day

to-day visibility distance for realobjects that are relevant for road 

traffic to be about one-third of v. 

It is proposed here to introduce an additional visibility concept: the 

practical visibility (vp)' Provisionally, vp is considered as being 0 . 33 v 

(one third of the meteorological visibility). Obviously, additional mea

surements are required to define vp more precisely. 

As long as flying was done exclusively by vision, the meteorological data 

were not interesting for road traffic, even when the practica l visibility 

vp was taken into account. Flying was stopped at visual conditions that 

were still so good that the road traffic was not disturbed. However, as 

the ranges in which the aviation became interested were lower, the mea

surement of the visibility became useful for road traffic. At the same 

time, one realized that fog could be a real road-traffic safety hazard. 

From then on, assessment of v became a standard information aspect fo r 

road traffic as weIl. 

These aspects of meteorological visibility are well -documented in the 

literature. Two classical standard works are Middleton (1952) and Douglas 

& Booker (1977). 
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2.2. The physics of fog formation and dissipation 

Fog is an aerosol, consisting of water droplets. These droplets can come 

into the atmosphere only because they originate there, the relevant pro

cess being condensation. For this, the situation has to fulfill a number 

of requirements . The major requirements are: there must be enough water in 

the atmosphere, the temperature must be low enough for the relative humid 

ity to be 100%, and there must be an ample supply of condensation nuclei. 

The first requirements is obvious: no water, no fog. The second means 

that the atmosphere contains all the water it can contain under the cir

cumstances . The relative humidity designates the fraction of the maximum 

of the water vapour that is present . The corresponding temperature where 

the relative humidity reaches 100% is of ten called the "dewpoint". 

Although it seems to be a contradiction, under specific circumstances the 

relative humidity can be more than 100%. Water can condensate only around 

condensation nuclei . These nuclei can be any object; preferably they 

should have a crystal structure that is similar to that of water. Thus, 

silicon (sand) and ice (snow) are suitable condensation nuclei . When the 

condensation has started, it will continue until the relative humidity 

falls to 100%. 

In a1most all situations there are enough condensation nuclei, particular -

1y near the surface of the earth - where fog is the most interesting for 

road traffic. 

Details of fog formation and the physica1 phenomena re1ated to it can be 

found in the standard meteoro10gica1 textbooks (e.g. Byers, 1959) and also 

in Kocmond & Perchonok (1970). 

As water is co10ur1ess, fog usua11y is co10ur1ess as we11, even when the 

nuclei are co10ured, because the tota1 volume of the nuclei is sma11 com 

pared to the tota1 water volume in the fog. In some extreme cases, how

ever, the nuclei are so abundant that the fog is co10ured as we11. A 

notorious examp1e is the fog that used to harass London: the "pea-soup" 

was ye110w as a resu1t of the co10ur of the su1phur that originated from 

the coa1 burners. 
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Wben considering the London fog (which has not occurred af ter 1958, the 

year the coal burners were banished), one should realize that fog is not 

the on1y aeroso1 that may reduce visibi1ity. A comprehensive overview is 

given in OECD (1976) where, apart fr om fog, a1so the other causes for the 

reduction of the visibi1ity are discussed: rain, snow, air pollution, 

smoke and dust. For the road traffic the fog is the most general problem: 

the reduction of v in rain is usua11y negligib1e (expect in tropical down

pours, but then road traffic is obstructed for other reasons); snow usua1-

ly is a traffic-safety hazard much more as a resu1t of reduced skidding 

resistance than of reduced visibi1ity; air pollution is man-made and can 

therefore precise1y 10ca1ized in p1ace and in time - and needs to be 

avoided for other reasons in the first p1ace. Smoke and dust are only in 

rare occasions a traffic hazard. This report wi11 therefore restrict it

self to (natura1; "clean") fog. 

2.3. Characteristics of fog 

Fog is an aeroso1 consisting predominant1y of water. This means that fog 

consists of sma11 droplets of water that float around in the atmosphere. 

There is no strict distinction between fog and clouds. In spite of the 

fact that there are considerab1e differences in practice, these wi11 be 

disregarded here as they have on1y 1itt1e consequence for road traffic. 

For the report here, c10uds can be regarded as dense fog. 

An important factor of fog is the droplet size, and the distribution of 

the droplet size. The fact that the water droplets float in the atmosphere 

restrict the upper limit of the droplets. When the droplets have a dia

meter of over 0.1 mm, they cannot float for any considerable time in the 

absence of vertica1 air currents - they wi11 precipitate as rain or driz

zle, and the fog disso1ves. The 10wer limit for stab1e droplets is given 

by the evaporation. Traditional1y, the relative vapour pressure of water 

is defined for a flat surface - a sphere with infinite diameter. The water 

surface is stable on1y if the relative humidity near the surface is 100% . 

If it is lower, the water evaporates; if its is higher, water condenses. 

When the water surface has a considerab1e curvature, this equilibrium 

between evaporation and condensation shifts toward the evaporation. The 

(virtual) re1ative humidity near surfaces with a considerab1e curvature is 

lower than in rea1ity. This means that sma11 droplets tend to evaporate, 
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and the faster the smaller the droplets are. When the diameter of the 

droplets is under 0,005 mm, the curvature is so great that the droplets 

evaporate rapidly. The excess water vapour condenses again, mainly on the 

larger droplets. In the long run, there is a water migration from the 

small towards the large droplets. This goes on until the droplets are so 

large that they start to fall. According to this process, all fog tends 

to precipitate within about one or two days. Of course, it is possible to 

have longer fog periods if "new" fog is formed. 

The droplet size distribution can be calculated on the basis of the ther

modynamic properties of water and air. A survey is given in Jiusto (1964). 

It is, however, difficult to measure the droplet size distribution in real 

fog. The reason is that the droplets have to be "caught" , and catching 

very small droplets proves to be exceedingly difficult. So the measured 

distributions will be biased as the smallest droplets are under-represent

ed; it is hard to establish by how much they are under-represented. 

The droplet size and its distribution do not differ very much for differ

ent fogs. Fogs may differ greatly, however, in respect to the number of 

droplets per unit of volume. For obvious reasons, fog requires a relative 

humidity of the air of 100%. If the humidity is below 100% the water drop

lets evaporate and the fog disappears; a humidity of more that 100% is 

usually not stable. However, the absolute humidity (the amount of water 

per volume unit of air) can vary very much indeed. This amount depends 

directlyon the temperature. From Table 3 (af ter Hütte, 1919) it follows 

that e.g. at 25 degrees the absolute humidity is seven times as high as at 

-5 degrees . As the size and the size distribution do not vary very much, 

the number of droplets per volume unit is directly proportional to the 

water content. And because the visibility is directly related to the num 

ber of droplets per volume unit, warmer fog usually results in lower visi 

bility. 

2 .4. Light scatter and light absorption in fog 

Light scatter in turbid media has been a subject of study for theoretica 1 

and experimental physicists. Broadly speaking, one may discern three areas 

of interest, divided by the size of the bodies that cause the dispersion . 

When the bodies are small in respect to the wavelength of the light, one 
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speaks of "Ra1eigh"-scattering; when they are large the dispersion is 

caused by traditional (optical) diffraction, and the area in between is 

the "Mie"-scatter. Atmospheric scatter is prevalent in all three areas, 

but for fog the Mie-scattering is the most important. Diffraction occurs 

in rain, and Raleigh scatter in haze, but in neither case the scatter is 

enough to seriously impede the road traffic. 

The water droplets that float in the atmosphere in fog move only at a very 

small speed in respect to the surrounding air. This means that there is no 

force acting on them causing a distortion of their shape. Fog droplets 

therefore show an almost perfect spherical shape (See Kocmond & Perchonok, 

1970). This permits a rigorous mathematical treatment of the light disper

sion by the droplets. As the average size of the droplets is of the same 

order of magnitude as the wavelength of the light, the dispersion primari

ly results from diffraction "around" the droplets; refraction "in" the 

droplets contributes only little to the dispersion. 

The mathematics of the dispersion of light by many droplets are treated 

in full by Mie in the beginning of the century (See Douglas & Booker, 

1977, and Van de Hulst, 1957). The rigorous treatment is possible for many 

spherical droplets of the same dimension and for one wavelength. When the 

rea1 droplet size distribution and the wavelength distribution of "white" 

light are introduced, the dispersion cannot be calculated analytically. 

Several authors presented approximations of the results (See Middleton, 

1952). Probably the best-known approximation is the phenomenological 

(Koschieder's) "lawn; a clear survey of this matter is given by Kocmond & 

Perchonok (1970). There is areasonabie correspondence between the calcu

lations and the measurements; as we have explained in para. 2.3, one dif

ficulty is the fact that the droplet size cannot be measured precisely . 

Because in almost all natural "clean" fogs the droplet size is of the same 

order of magnitude as the wavelength of visible light, the dispersion does 

not depend in any appreciable way on the wavelength. This can be observed 

directly: fog - and clouds for that matter - are white or gray, but never 

coloured, signifying that the wavelength distribution of the scattered 

light is identical to that of the incumbent light (Schreuder, 1976) . This 

is not the fact for smoke or haze, as their composing objects are much 

smaller - much smaller than the wavelength of the light. Thus, in haze and 
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smoke, Ra1eigh scattering predominates, resu1ting in the fact that smoke 

looks b1ue-ish when i11uminated from the side, and reddish when the light 

source is viewed through the smoke. As is indicated in the OECD study 

(OECD, 1976) smoke dense enough to hinder road traffic is extreme1y rare. 

The consequences for practice are very important. First, it does not make 

any sense at all to use co10ured light for i11umination in fog. Ye110w 

fog 1amps are nothing but rather inefficient as a part of the light is 

absorbed. These aspects have been discussed in detail by Schreuder (1975; 

1976). The same ho1ds for 10w-pressure sodium lights for street lighting. 

These 1amps may have a number of advantages a1so in fog (as a resu1t of 

their re1ative large dimensions), but not as a resu1t of the co10ur of 

their light. Another çonsequence is that infra-red and mi11imetre radar 

may be very effective in penetrating fog, but not in penetrating rain. 

In fact, mi11imetre radar is used to detect rain showers and squa11s. 

Usua11y, fog consist a1most exc1usive1y of pure water - condensed water 

in facto This implies that the absorption is neg1igib1e. This is, however, 

usua11y not the case in man-made fog and "smog". We have mentioned a1ready 

the infamous London "pea soup" . A1though one must, fr om the point of view 

of the protection of the environment, strong1y object that such aeroso1s 

are permitted to form, one shou1d rea1ize that they se1dom hinder road 

traffic as a resu1t of a reduction on visibi1ity. 

Fog does not scat ter the light in all directions equa11y strong. The Mie 

theory gives a mathematica1 treatment of the directiona1 scatter; the 

scatter diagram shows a number of strong "peaks" and "va11eys" in direc

tions that can be assessed exact1y. The directions of the peaks and 

va11eys depend on the droplet size and the wave1ength of the light (See 

Doug1as & Booke r , 1977, Midd1eton, 1952). When, however, the droplets are 

not of exact1y the same size, or when the light is not exact1y monochro 

matic, the scatter is much more diffuse (See Schreuder, 1964; Spencer , 

1960). Still, also in rea1 fog and using practical light sources, the 

scatter is far from uniform. The "forward" scatter (a10ng the direction of 

the light) is by far the strongest; the backward scatter ("back scatter") 

is 1ess strong, but still quite remarkab1e. And the scat ter in crosswise 

directions ("side scatter") is by far the weakest. The scatter intensity 

in these different directions may vary over one or even two decades. In 
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practice this means that the angle between observation and light incidence 

should be as close to 90 degrees as possible. This is the major advantage 

for catenary lighting; see paras. 5.5 and 5.6. 

2.5. Fog formation 

Fog is a very wide-spread meteorological phenomenon - albeit that the 

geographic distribution over the earth is very irregular. 

Fog - and clouds for that matter - are formed when the temperature of 

water-carrying air is reduced. Here, one has to make a distinction between 

several different cases. 

In the first case, the reduction in temperature is the result of a migra

tion of the air. These result fr om changes in the atmospheric pressure and 

its local distribution. The most common type of fog of this sort is the 

advective fog. Moist air - usually coming from the sea, where the relative 

humidity did become very high - is moved by the general circulation to

wards a land area where the temperature may be lower. Heat exchange with 

the earth surface reduces the air temperature, causing condensation around 

the condensation nuclei. These nuclei are abundant, particularly when the 

air comes from the - salt - sea. As the land temperature must be lower 

than the water temperature for this type of fog to form, advection fog is 

more common in the winter than in the summer. A consequence is that the 

overall temperature is low, and thus the absolute humidity. So, advective 

fog usually is not very dense; however, it may be very extended . It is no 

exception if the larger part of Western Europe is covered by fog. And as 

long as the circulation continues, the fog will continue to form and to 

counteract any precipitation by clustering of fog droplets. 

Another type of fog is the mountain fog. Mountain fog is similar to 

clouds, the difference being that clouds are in the sky and do not hinder 

road traffic, and mountain fog is on the earth surface and may hinder road 

traffic. In fact, the physical phenomena of the format ion are the same. 

Again here, the droplets form as a result of a drop in air temperature. As 

the volumes one has to deal with in these meteorological phenomena are 

exceedingly large, it is enough to consider the changes of temperature as 

adiabatic. The driving force behind the fog or cloud format ion is the 
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ascent of the air. Air masses that are heated by the sun mayascent if 

they become 1ighter than the surrounding air; or they mayascent as they 

are forced up-hi11 by the prevai1ing wind. In both cases the atmospheric 

pressure is reduced. This means that - af ter the we11 known Boy1e-1aw -

the temperature wi11 drop. This temperature drop is adiabatic, as has been 

exp1ained before. When the temperature drops under the dew-point, conden

sation starts, and fog or c10ud droplets wi11 form. The fog may be very 

dense in cases where the temperature and the re1ative humidity - and thus 

the absolute humidity - of the air are high to begin with. For obvious 

reasons, mountain (or up-hi11) fog is restricted to hi11y or mountainous 

regions. It can form in any season; the 10cation depends on the wind 

direction, and the fog usua11y is not very extensive, nor very patchy. 

The third important fog type is the radiation fog. Radiation fog forms 

when in stationary - rea11y stagnant - conditions the temperature drops. 

The main reason for the temperature to drop is the nocturna1 radiation of 

the surface of the earth. This implies that radiation fog wi11 from on1y 

at night, and particu1ar1y at the end of the night - near sunrise - when 

temperatures are 10west . Further, the sky must be c1ear for the radiation 

to reach a high level. And fina11y, the absolute humidity must be high 

enough for fog to form. This means that radiation fog is formed usua11y 

in the summer in open fie1ds, particu1ar1y near water. As the radiation 

of the earth depends heavi1y on the vegetation, radiation fog can be ex

treme1y patchy. As the absolute humidity in summer can be quite high, the 

resu1ting fog can be extreme1y dense: a visibi1ity under 10 m is not an 

exception. And fina11y, as air is a poor heat conductor, the 1ayer where 

the radiation 10ss of the earth surface is fe1t can be very thin. Radia 

tion fog of ten is under one meter thick, obscuring the 1egs of catt1e 

whi1e 1eaving the bodies perfect1y visib1e. All these characteristics of 

radiation fog make it a very severe road accident hazard. 

2.6. Fog abatement 

The characteristics of the different types of fog and the physica1 aspects 

of fog format ion that have been described in the foregoing sections show 

direct1y the ways to abate fog. 
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For fog format ion the following factors are required: 

- high absolute humidity 

- high relative humidity 

- sufficient condensation nuclei 

If any of these three requirements is not fulfilled, or not fulfilled any 

longer, fog will not form, or existing fog will disappear. On this basis, 

a number of fog abating techniques can be indicated. We will discuss them 

in a brief outline, because not any of them has any practical significance. 

2.6.1. Reducing the absolute humidity 

When the water is removed from the air, fog cannot form. Two ways are 

possible: one can plant trees or construct sieves along the road, that 

"catch" the water droplets. This system can be useful for agriculture in 

some arid regions where the sparce rain may be supplemented by the precip

itation of the fog; for road traffic its use is small as the majority of 

drops "slip through" and the fog is still there. Furthermore, it is expen

sive, and works only for advective fog coming from a distinct direction. 

The other way is to sprinkle additional (or more effective) condensation 

nuclei in the air. The most common is silver halide . This "seeding" is 

used with some sort of effect to interrupt the building-up of thunder

storms, and in some cases to remove fog from airstrips. For road traffic 

it is not feasible as roads are long and narrow, requiring a lot of expen

sive chemicals. Furthermore, these chemicals may pollute the environment, 

and may have negative side-effects, like causing the formation of clear 

ice). 

2.6.2. Reducing the relative humidity 

Reducing the relative humidity requires heating the air. During the Second 

World War this was do ne on some airfields by putting heaters (oil or gas 

burners) alongside the runway. Such systems cannot be applies in peace 

time on the road for reasons of costs, environmental pollution and safety. 

2.6 .3 . Reducing the condensation nuclei 

This is a good possibility for reducing fog or smog near industrial sites, 

waste burners etc. For normal natural fog it cannot be applied, as usually 
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the nuclei are very much "overabundant". Taking away some if it, leaves 

enough for the fog to form. It should be stressed, however, that such 

types of air pollution should be avoided for other reasons! 

2.6.4. Other methods 

On a small scale, other measures can be used. One is by causing shock 

waves in the atmosphere (e.g. by firing guns or cannon). The shock waves 

cause a rapid coagulation of the droplets, and therefore a certain degree 

of precipitation. 

Another method is to bleed cold air (e.g. fluid C02) into the atmosphere. 

The rapid cooling causes alocal suprasaturation, leading to the formation 

of larger droplets, that precipitate more easily. Both methods are used 

only on a small scale and are not relevant for road traffic, as they are 

very local, and furthermore are effective only under very special fog 

conditions. 

2.7. Conclusions 

As a conclusion it can be stated that fog may be a considerable road acci

dent hazard, and that it is not possible to abate the fog in a practical 

end economically feasible way. This implies that one must look for other 

ways to counteract the accident risk. !Wo ways are feasible: warning 

systems, and systems that improve visibility in fog. These ways wil1 be 

discussed later in further chapters. An comprehensive overview of the 

different possibilities of fog abatement is given in Behrens & Kokoschka 

(1976). 
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3. FREOUENCY OF FOG 

In most countries, fog is a rare phenomenon. We give some data for the 

Netherlands, more in particular for De Bilt where the national meteorolog

ical service is located. The data are derived from a non-published report 

of the Royal Meteorological Institute KNMI of the Netherlands. We give 

also data fr om the nearby Soesterberg airport. These data are derived from 

a non-published report of the Roya1 Netherlands Airforce. Both De Bilt and 

Soesterberg are close to the geographical centre .of the country. Obvious

ly, in other countries with different c1imate, geographica1 latitude or 

geomorphology the will be quite different. 

First the De Bilt data. Figure 2 gives the frequency (number of hours) 

for the meteorological visibility to be less than the indicated value. The 

values are valid for the winter time (October to March inclusive); they 

are based on the observations of four years (1965 to 1969). The frequen

cies are given for five values of the height above the ground: 1 m, 2 m, 

4 m, 6 mand 8 m. Severa1 things are quite c1ear: firstly, dense fog is a 

rare phenomenon indeed, even in a country 1ike the Netherlands that is 

"famous" for its fog. Furthermore, the frequency for very dense fogs de

creases very steep1y. For 1 m height (the most dangerous height for road 

traffic) v - 200 m occurs in winter only just over 2% of the time; 100 m 

(dense fog) in about 0.8%, and 50 m (very dense fog) only in 0.09% of the 

time. These percentages correspond to ab out 87 hours, 35 hours and about 4 

hoursl Incident1y, according to the regu1ations, the use of fog rear lamps 

is permitted on1y for v - 50 m or lessl 

The Soesterberg data give a similar impression. The Figures 3, 4 and 5 

give the frequency of the days per month where at specific hours the visi

bility was under 1000 m, 400 mand 200 m respectively. Sunrise and sunset 

are plotted as well (GMT). Again here, the trends are clear: the period 

around sunrise is the most fog -prone; fog occurs predominantly in the 

winter, and fog during the day is quite rare. And finally, there seems to 

be some indication that the early spring and the late fa1l are the most 

fog-prone periods. 
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4. TRAFFIC ASPECTS OF HIGHWAY FOG 

4.1. Introduction 

Fog is an aeroso1 consisting primari1y of water droplets. As has been 

indicated in para. 2.3, the main effect on road traffic is the contrast 

reduction as a resu1t of the scatter of the light in the aeroso1; absorp

tion p1ays on1y a sma11 ro1e. The scatter of the light leads to a "veil" 

that extends over the (major part of) the field of view. The visua1 ef

fects of this veil can be expressed in terms of its 1uminance (apt1y ca1-

led the veiling 1uminance Lv). The 1uminance of all objects in the rele

vant part of the field of view is increased by the 1uminance of the veil, 

1eading, as indicated in an earlier section, to a reduction of all visib1e 

contrasts. When the 1uminance of the object to be perceived is L1 and the 

1uminance of the background is 10, the contrast without the veil (the 

intrinsic contrast C) is: 

C = 

When all 1uminances increase with Lv, the visual contrast C' becomes: 

(L1 + Lv) - (10 + Lv) 
c' - ------------------------

lo+Lv 

So, C' < C: all contrasts are reduced. Consequences of this ca1cu1ations 

are given in Schreuder & Oud (1988). However, the "sharpness" of the visu

al images are not changed. The effect of the contrast reduction is that 

many objects in the field of view, that are very easi1y visib1e in a c1ear 

atmosphere, cannot be seen proper1y, and of ten not at all, during fog. 

When objects 1ike other traffic participants (vehic1es or pedestrians) are 

not visib1e at all, there is obvious1y a severe road safety hazard. 

However, a1so when those visua11y criticalobjects can be seen with some 

difficu1ty, but other objects disappear in the fog, the road safety may 

be serious1y endangered. This aspects wi11 be discussed in the fo110wing 

section. 
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4.2. The driving task 

Taking part in traffic as a car driver, a bicycle rider or a pedestrian 

requires taking and implementing a series of decisions. We will focus, 

when clarifying these aspects, on the driving task of the driver of a 

(passenger) car, because here the accident risks usually are the largest . 

However, everything refers just as well to other modes of traffic partici

pation. 

The driving task consists of two main parts (subtasks): 

- reaching the destination of the trip (the transportation aspect) 

- reaching the destination safely (the road safety aspect). 

The actual task can always be described in terms of a series (sequence) 

of manoeuvres that must be executed by the driver. Consequently, there 

are kinds of manoeuvres, viz.: norma1 manoeuvres that serve to reach the 

destination of the trip, and emergency manoeuvres that serve to avoid 

accidents (col1isions). These manoeuvres can be arranged in an hierarchi

cal sequence. Details are given in Padmos (1984) and Schreuder (1984, 

1988). 

Apart fr om the actua1 manoeuvres that are made while driving, also 

"higher" manoeuvres can be defined. These pertain to the selection of 

the destination, of the mode of transport, of the route etc. They are, 

however, the resu1t of decisions made before the start of the trip, and 

consequent1y they are not influenced by the visibility conditions on the 

road. 

Sy definition, all manoeuvres are the outcome of a decision-making pro

cess. Decisions follow af ter the acquisition of information. The speed 

and the efficiency of the acquisition and the processing of the informa 

tion depends to a large extent on the degree in which the information is 

expected as regards type and time. Sudden, unexpected and unfamiliar in

stances require a much larger time for the processing of the information, 

and they may lead to a larger proportion of wrong decisions. 

In road traffic, the information is mainly - almost exclusively - visual 

information. This information is derived in part from the surroundings, 
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and in part from the store (memory). The visual information is the input 

of the decision making process; the manoeuvres (the behaviour) is its 

output. The decision concerns the selection of the most appropriate (the 

optimal) manoeuvre, given the conditions and the surroundings . In order to 

be able to make this most appropriate decision, the driver must be able to 

establish for himself a picture of the surroundings, and more in particu

lar of the conditions as they may be in the near future. 

As regards the road-traffic hazards resulting fr Om fog, it seems that the 

sudden appearance of objects must be considered as the major cause for fog 

road accidents . The sudden appearance disrupts the "normal" flow of infor

mation, in so far as the traffic obstacles (trees, road side objects, or 

other traffic) are not seen weIl in advance. In other words, it is not 

possible to built a set of expectations as regards the traffic situation 

that is to be expected in the near future (the near future being in the 

order of magnitude of a minute or less). The disruption of the "norma1" 

flow of expectations, and the means to restore this flow as fa as pos

sible, are the major bases for all road-safety measures that are designed 

to counteract the road-safety hazards fr om fog. These aspects are not dis

cussed any further in this note. This note concentrates on the role that 

street lighting can have in providing as much visibi1ity as possible 

in during fog. The road-safety measures are discussed in detail in other 

publications. See e.g. Kocmond & Perchonok (1970) ; OECD (1971, 1976); 

Oppe (1988); pfundt (1986). 

4.3. The foresight 

The picture from which the visual information is gathered, needs not be 

complete: it suffices to know the principa1 features of it . These prin

cipal features are cal led the "scene". In order to be able to look into 

the (immediate) future, it is necessary to be able to extrapolate from the 

(immediate) past over a period of about equa l length. Together this is 

called a "sequence". The sequence incorporates the expectations of the 

driver about the near future. 

It is possible only to arrive at sensible decisions regarding that parti 

cular stretch of the "near future" when the driver can be (almost) certain 

that there will be no sudden, unexpected and hazardous instances in that 
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particu1ar period of time. In other words, the driver must have a c1ear 

picture of what he or she may expect in that period.: he or she must be 

ab1e to see ahead over that period. For this concept, the term "foresight" 

is coined (Schreuder, 1991a). This term is used to avoid confusion with 

the more common term "preview", as preview has a very special connotation 

in process engineering. The foresight can be expressed in time or dis

tance, depending on the way the task is expressed in terms of time or 

distance. When the driving speed is known, the two are interchangeable. 

The required foresight depends on the manoeuvre to be executed following 

the visua1 perception of the (visua1) element. The smaller manoeuvres 

(elementary manoeuvres) such as making sma11 corrections to the cross-wise 

position within the driving lane or to the driving speed are related to 

the actua1 hand1ing of the vehicle. A foresight time of about 3 seconds 

seems to be sufficient in most cases. For "higher" manoeuvres 1ike 

changing driving 1anes the foresight time must be about 7 - 10 seconds. 

For still "higher" manoeuvres 1ike coming to a stop, overtaking a pre 

ceding vehic1e on a two-1ane two-way road, or passing a priority inter

section, a still larger foresight time is required. It is not possible to 

give gene rally applicab1e values, but 20 to 40 seconds may be regarded as 

values that are common in practice. For "strategie" manouevres like route 

selection on motorways, the forsight must still be 1arger. As a matter of 

fact, the required foresight distance of ten exceeds the optical range 

where any object may be seen. In such cases, pre-warnings are essential. 

As an examp1e, pre-warning signs for motorway interchanges are of ten set 

up a distance of two to three kilometres. A survey is given in Schreuder 

(1991a). 

For car driving, three e1ementary manoeuvres are particularly important : 

maintaining the lateral position on the road (in the traffic lane); main

taining the longitudina1 position - usua11y the distance to the preceding 

vehic1e, and the emergency manoeuvres that are required when traffic ob

stac1es come up unexpected1y . The foresight va1ues that are required (in 

seconds and metres, respective1y) are given in Tab1e 4. 

In para. 2.1 we indicated that the meteoro1ogica1 visibi1ity represen ts a 

border-1ine between objects being visib1e and non-visib1e, and that fo r 

practical applications a "practical visibility" cou1d be introduced, 
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measuring about three times the meteorological visibility . The values of 

the preview given in Table 4 are, obviously, expressed in the practical 

visibility. The corresponding values of the meteorological visibility are 

guiven (in rounded-off values) in Table 5. 

4.4. Priorities for observation 

The scenes need to be built up from a small number of individual elements 

in the field of view (the reconstruction of the scene). Not all individual 

elements are equally important: it is possible to establish an order of 

priori ties in them. The highest priority is given to the visually critical 

elements: wh en these elements are not observed in time, it is not possible 

to built a correct scene, and accidents may happen. The manoeuvre that 

follows determines whether a particular element is visually critical. 

Dne should make a distinction in different modes of visibility. Firstly, 

the "simpie" observation or detection. This is related to the threshold 

measurements as are usually made in the laboratory. Secondly, the con

spicuity. This means the possibility for observation, taking into account 

all disturbances that are found in the real world. And thirdly the recog

nition. This means the ability to classify the object under consideration 

in the right class to which it belongs. Dbviously, one may recognize ob

jects only if they are known in the first place: recognition presupposes 

earl ier experiences. Adequate scene reconstruction requires not only visi

bility (detection) but conspicuity and recognition as weIl. 

4.5. Visually critical elements 

The next question is, what elements should be regarded as visually criti 

cal. As indicated earlier, this depends on the manoeuvre that is to be 

made. Presently it is not possible to indicate precisely what visual 

elements must be seen without doubt. Considerable research effort has been 

made in this respect; both the systematic observation of driving a car, 

and the analysis of accidents and "narrow escapes" were employed . (Padmos, 

1984; Schreuder, 1984, 1985, 1988; Yalraven, 1980). It became clear, how 

ever, that obstacles that form a hazard for traffic form only a small - be 

it important - fraction of the visually critical elements. 
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For the manoeuvres that have been indicated earlier, the fo11owing e1e

ments seem to be of special importance: 

- for keeping the lateral position in the traffic 1ane: the 1ane markings 

and the (horizontal) general road markings, and the border of the pavement 

itse1f; 

- for keeping the distance to the preceding traffic: obvious1y the pre

ceding vehic1e itse1f, and more in particu1ar its markings (lamps and 

retroref1ectors); 

- for the emergency manoeuvres: a wide variety of objects, 1ike signals 

(lights and other) on vehic1es, pedestrians and cyclists on or near the 

road and obstac1es 1ike rocks and boxes. 

One should take into account that these objects all need to be detected 

before they can be recognized as visually critical. Such objects are very 

common on the street, and they are therefore usually not critica1 at all. 

This underlines the need for an appropriate setting of the priori ties for 

observation. 

4.6. !he visibi1ity of visual1y critical e1ements 

It is not enough that the visual1y critical e1ements are visible; it is 

necessary that there is a fair chance that they are effectively detected. 

The probability for an accident is not equal for each visually critical 

element: the consequences of missing a single road marking stripe are less 

severe than that of not detecting a pedestrian on the street. In this, the 

following questions come into consideration: 

• Does the element itself present a hazard, or is it "only" a signal? 

• Is the element standing on its own, or is it part of a series? 

• What are the possibilities to avoid a collision once the element 1S 

missed? 

In principle it should be possib1e to rank all visually critical elements 

in an order of priority as regards their need to be detected ; at present, 

however, such ranking cannot be given . 

In general terms, it is rather simp1e to guarantee the visibi1ity of the 

visually critica l elements that are placed expressly as such on or near 

the road. The visibility can be described in rather simple, we1l-estab -
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lished rules that concern in the first place the contrast between the 

object and its background, or the absolute light intensity (candle-power) 

when one deals with self-luminous objects like signalling lights. The 

conspicuity is primarily a matter of the supra-threshold contrast or the 

relation between the light intensity in relation to the adjoining distur 

bances. Again a number of well-known "rules-of-thumb" may be used. It is 

more difficult to guarantee the recognition: apart fr om the visibility 

and the conspicuity, the experience of the driver comes into play. Only 

objects that are well-known can be recognized. Training, education and 

information are essential. 

It is more difficult to guarantee the visibility of objects that are not 

placed on purpose on the street. Most important are other traffic par

ticipants, and more in particular pedestrians and cyclists. Not only 

because they are the more "vulnerable" groups of road users, but also 

because their means to carry markings and signalling lights are very much 

restricted. Additionally, one has to deal with all sorts of objects like 

stones and boxes, and curbstones. During the day they are visible only if 

the contrast is large enough; at night a general lighting is indispens

able. 

4.7. Road accidents in foS 

It is generally accepted that fog is a considerable road safety hazard. 

The accident frequency in fog is well documented. In Table 6, a number of 

data are quoted from OECD (1976) and fr om Oppe (1988). In most countries, 

the percentage of fog accidents is between 1 and 3 %, with peaks in both 

directions. 

When comparing these frequencies with the figures quoted in Chapter 3 

about the frequency of fog occurrence, it is clear that fog really does 

increase the accident risk. It is, however, very difficult to quantify 

this increase, as the accident data related to fog usually are not very 

precise, and furthermore it proves to be hardy possible at all to couple 

these data to the accurate fog data provided by the meteorological ser 

vices. Further studies are required to assess the extra road -accident 

risks of fog more accurately. 
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5. THE ROLE OF ARTIFICIAL LIGHTING 

5.1. The functions of traffic 1ighting 

Generally. in c1ear air the visibi1ity of the visua11y critical elements 

is adequate during the day. At night. artificia1 1ighting is essentia1. 

As the artificial 1ighting is meant for the road traffic. the 1ighting may 

be called (road) traffic lighting. The function of road-traffic 1ighting 

is to permit the road traffic to proceed at a reàsonab1e efficiency a1so 

during the time that (natura1) daylight is absent. The efficiency is 

usual1y expressed in terms of speed. safety and comfort; the efficiency 

is higher when these goals are reached for a smaller amount of costs. The 

costfbenefit relation is essential in the judgement of the efficiency of 

road traffic lighting. 

The efficiency wi11 be expressed in the degree to which the functions for 

the road traffic lighting are fu1fi1led. These functions are: 

- to permit the use of the open-air pub1ic-space a1so in darkness; 

- to enhance the traffic safety (reduction of road accidents) i 

- to enhance the public safety (reduction of crime); 

- to enhance the amenity (enhance feeling secure. particularly for the 

women. the elderly. the children and the bicycle riders); 

- to enhance the aesthetics (promote the commercial aspects). 

These five functions are not always equally important. More in particular. 

for motorways the emphasis on the first and the second function. This 

important to recal 1 when we wi1 l discuss the colour of light for motorway 

lighting in fog (para. 5.6). 

In order to reach an optimum. on has to design. to install and to maintain 

the lighting in such a way that these functions are met as good as pos 

sible for minima l costs. The costs are: 

- monetary costs of installing and maintaining the installations 

- monetary and non-monetary costs of pollution and the use of natural 

resources. 

It must be kept in mind that the costs are carried in part by the author 

ities. and in part by the traffic participants. Although all costs are an 
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equal burden for the community, in practice it turns out that most author

ities are much more gene rous when it is the road user's costs that come 

into the picture! 

The artificial road-traffic lighting comes in two types: 

• lighting equipment instalIed on or near the road - the public (over

head) street lighting, usually called "road lighting"; 

o lighting equipment instalIed on the vehicles, usually called "vehicle 

lighting" . 

The first gives the better possibilities to guarantee the visibility of 

visually critical elements. At the other hand, this type of lighting is 

expensive; furthermore, the costs of installation and maintenance are· 

the burden for the road authorities. Vehicle lighting can only be used 

by vehicles with a considerable energy source (engine); it can hardly be 

used by cyclists and not at all by pedestrians. Furthermore it is not 

possible to see the road over a considerable length ahead, particularly if 

one is blinded by the lights of opposing vehicles. However, the lighting 

is fairly cheap and the costs are for the road users, not for tbe road 

authorities. 

On roads ~ithout (overhead) road lighting, one has to be content with the 

lighting that is carried along by the vehicles. The visibility of objects 

can be improved by using retroreflecting devices; these are devices that, 

by means of a special arrangement of optical elements, reflect back almost 

all light imp inging on them into the defection where it came from. They 

are quite effective when lit by vehicle headlamps, that have sufficient 

intensity and that are located very close to the observer (the car driv

er). However, pedestrians carry no light, and usually no retroreflectors 

either. Cyclists may carry lights, but as the available energy is lim

ited, the lights will be only weak . Bicycle headlamps are barely suf

ficient to light the path immediately ahead, although the modern halogen 

lamps perform considerably better than the traditionallamps. Cyclist, 

however, carry retroreflectors abundantly. At the other hand, cars, 

trucks, motor cycles and mopeds are hardly restricted as regards the 

amount of energy that is available for lighting. But also for them it is 

not possible to light the path ahead over more than just a few tens of 

meters . When the perspective foreshortening of the road scene is taken 
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into account, it is obvious that the road cannot be i11uminated at medium 

or large distances - distances that are direct1y relevant for fast driving 

vehic1es; are as from which the drivers require visua1 information. The 

situation is deteriorated in rea1 traffic even further by the glare from 

the lights of opposing vehic1es. This glare can be avoided on1y in excep

tiona1 cases, e.g. on one-way streets. 

When road 1ighting is absent, one therefore has to re1y on se1f-1uminous 

and retroref1ecting objects. These objects have to comp1y with the pack

ages of requirements that have been set up by the Commission Internation

ale de l'Ec1airage CIE in collaboration with other international agencies 

1ike ECE, EEC and ISO (See e.g. CIE, 1987). These requirements inc1ude 

1uminous intensities, coefficients of retroref1ection, co1ours, dimen

sions, shapes and arrangements of light signa1s, traffic lights and mark

ings for roads and vehic1es. 

Both theory and practice indicate c1ear1y that vehic1e 1ighting is not 

sufficient for the detection of all visua11y critica1 e1ements. As a 

resu1t, the accident risk on "un1ighted" streets usua11y is considerab1y 

higher than the risk on simi1ar streets with pub1ic lighting. Throughout 

the years, a large amount of research has been devoted to this subject. 

The resu1ts are summarized in surveys 1ike CIE (1960; 1991), Fisher 

(1977); OECD (1971) and Schreuder (1983; 1985a; 1988a). The overall con

c1usion is that when comparing "good" pub1ic 1ighting with very poor or 

absent 1ighting, one may expect a reduction of about 30 % in night-time 

injury accidents on urban thoroughfares and rura1 motorways. 

This paper deals primari1y with road lighting. The technica1 aspects of 

vehic1e 1ighting in c1ear air as we11 as in fog conditions are an impor 

tant subject as we11, that deserves to be discussed separate1y. What we 

wi11 discuss, however, is the conditions under which roads can be 1eft 

un1it in c1ear air and in fog, focussing on some safetyaspects of un1it 

roads in fog. 

5.2. Road 1ighting in c1ear air 

Road 1ighting represents on1y a re1ative1y sma11 post on the expenditure, 

both regarding costs and energy. Neverthe1ess, it invo1ves considerable 
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sums, and one should use the money and the energy for road lighting in the 

most sensible way, particularly in times where public expenditure is care

fully considered, and where the interest in safeguarding the environment 

is rising. More energy used means more coal burned, and more C02 in the 

atmosphere. 

Almost all road lighting is utilitarian. With the exception of some deco

rative lighting of major squares, and some amenity lighting in shopping 

maIls, the lighting has a function - or rather a ' number of functions, as 

described in para. 5.1. The functions, and their relative importance may 

differ to some ex tent for different types of road. Optimising the road 

lighting means that the equipment is designed, instalied and maintained in 

such a way that the ratio between costs and benefits is maximal; meaning 

that the benefits (according to the specific functions) is maximal whereas 

the costs (monetary and non-monetary alike) are minimal. 

Road lighting is similar to daylight: the light comes from all sides, so 

that objects may be rendered visible by means of their contrast to the 

background. This contrast is determined primari1y by the i11uminance on 

the surfaces and by the (diffuse) reflection of these surfaces . The lumi

nance contrast suffices to describe the visibility as colours and co10ur 

differences play on1y a small role in road traffic. The visibility of the 

majority of visually critical e1ements is guaranteed if the light-techni

cal requirements are fu1fil1ed. For public lighting one may refer to the 

recommendations issued by the CIE and by many nationa1 standardizing 

bodies concerning the luminance and the luminance distribution of the road 

surface, the glare restriction and the optical guidance (CIE, 1977; NSVV, 

1991). 

One must keep in mind, however, that even under nidea1 n conditions of 

1ighting and visibility it is likely that many visually critical e1ements 

will be invisible - or at least remain unobserved. At present, one cannot 

be certain whether this is the result of the lack of visibility of the 

object or of inattention from the part of the observer. But it means that 

even under nideal n conditions one has to reckon with road traffic acci 

dents that resu l t directly from defective visual input. 
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The way road 1ighting may fu1fi11 the requirements according to the func

tions we mentioned earl ier depends on the degree into which the visua11y 

critica1 e1ements are made visib1e. This may be expressed in photometric 

terms. So the qua1ity of road 1ighting can be expressed in the degree into 

which the photometric requirements are met. The major photometric (and the 

re1ated geometric) requirements are: 

- the light level 

- the non-uniformity 

- the glare restriction 

- the visua1 (or optica1) guidance. 

The level is expressed in the ave rage road surface 1uminance for traffic 

routes, and in the average horizontal i11umination (i11uminance, Lux

va1ue) for residentia1 streets. The reason is that the road surface usu

a11y is the back-ground for most objects in the street. Recent1y, the 

semi-cy1indrica1 i11uminance is coming into use to describe the light 

level, particu1ar1y in pedestrian areas, because is a better measure for 

the recognition of human faces. The non-uniformity consequent1y is expres

sed in 1uminance terms or in i11umination terms as we11. The level and 

the uniformity describe the degree to which visua11y critica1 e1ements 

are visib1e. They are relevant for the performance of all manoeuvres as 

described in para. 4.2. 

As a resu1t of light scatter in the ocu1ar media, glare can be described 

in terms of a veil over most of the field of view. The effect of the vei l 

caused by glare is in a mathematica1 term simi1ar to that caused by fog -

both are caused in the last instance by scattered light - so that the 

formu1ae given in para. 2.4 may describe the glare. The fina1 re sult is 

an increase in the thresho1d for the observation of sma11 contrasts. This 

is termed the thresho1d increment. G1are therefore reduces the abi1ity for 

precise detection . Consequent1y, it inf1uences the visibi1ity of visua11y 

critica1 e1ements, and must be incorporated with the level and the non 

uniformityas requirements needed for all manoeuvres . 

The effects of glare described here are of a physio10gica1 nature: the 

inf1uence on the abi1ity for perception. These glare aspects are called 

the physio10gica1 or the disabi1ity aspects of glare. G1are may have 

another effect on visua1 perception. This effect does not inf1uence the 
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ability for perception, but rather the ease of perception. It re1ates to 

the comfort of seeing, and inc1udes psycho1ogica1 effects. In an era where 

money is scarce, and where uti1itarian approaches are prevalent, the in

terest in discomfort glare has been reduced considerab1y. It is not in

c1uded any longer as a criterion of qua1ity in modern recommendations for 

road 1ighting (NSVV, 1991). 

The fourth quality aspect of road 1ighting is the visua1 guidance. At 

present, there are no means avai1ab1e to quantify it, and consequent1y, 

modern codes refer on1y to this aspect in general, qua1itative ways. The 

discussion in para. 2.4 suggests, however, that the visua1 guidance is 

extreme1y important for those manoeuvres that require a large preview. 

And it is precise1y the visua1 guidance that suffers most in fog. As a 

matter of fact, it is the major requirement for road-1ighting insta11a

tions in fog to maintain as far as possib1e the visual guidance in spite 

of the fogl 

5.3. Artificia1 light in fog 

The function of artificia1 light in fog is essentia11y the same as the 

function for c1ear atmosphere. It is to make the visua11y critica1 e1e

ments (better) visib1e; and the objects c1assify as visua11y critica1 

e1ements in view of the ro1e they p1ay in assuring adequate room for 

specific traffic manoeuvres. 

In para. 5.2 we discussed in some detail then requirements of road 1ight 

ing in clear air and dry conditions. However, when fog or rain is taken 

into account (and it shou1d be kept in mind that during fog the road sur

face usua11y is wet or at least damp) the situation is much worse. Studies 

point out that the accident risk in the dark, in rain and in fog, when 

taken separately, is 50% to 100% higher that during c1ear, dry daytime. A 

combination of two of the three increases the accident risks considerab1y : 

during rain at night, the accident risk can increase to the ten -fo1d of 

the risk in dry daytime. Simi1ar data are found for fog (OECD, 1971; 

1976). The combination of these adverse effects seems to be more severe 

than just the sum of the adverse effects of the separate causes; they seem 

to reinforce each other. 
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The reason for this additional risk seems to be the fact that the adverse 

effects quoted above affect simultaneously the road safety in several 

ways. During rain, the long range visibility will be restricted somewhat -

be it not dramatically - but the short-range visibility can be obstructed 

almost completely as a result of "splash-and-spray". Furthermore, the 

skidding resistance is decreased when the surface is wet, and of ten pools 

on the road resulting from rutting, may cause aquaplaning, reducing the 

skidding resistance to almost zero. Under conditions where a much longer 

preview is needed, the actual preview is restricted. This explains the 

beneficial effect of drainage asphalt, as both splash-and-spray and aqua

planing are reduced to almost zero. So, rain restricts the short-range 

visibility that is needed for manoeuvre parts, but not the long-range 

visibility that is needed for course holding. The effect of fog is quite 

different: usually the road is only damp, reducing the skidding resis

tance, but not dramatically like in aquaplaning. The short-range visibil

ity may be restricted - depending on the density of the fog - but the 

long-range visibility is reduced to zero. It will be clear that rain and 

fog will influence road safety in quite different, but both in serious, 

ways; it will also be clear that the combined effect of ra in or fog at the 

one hand and darkness at the other will cause additional road safety 

hazards! 

In the following sections of this paper we will discuss in how far road 

lighting can help to reduce the (additional) accident risks that arise in 

fog on motorways. The first question regarding motorway lighting in fog 

is under what conditions, or alternatively, for which motorways, road 

lighting is required. 

5.4. Road lighting versus vehicle lighting in fog 

The lighting of motorways is a controversial question. In many countries, 

all, or a major part of the motorways have a continuous road lighting, 

whereas in other countries motorways are essentially unlit. Four different 

criteria are used: 

- the function of motorways in the road network; 

- the road dimensions (cross-wise profile); 

- the accident rates; 

- the traffic volume. 
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The first criterion is used in Belgium and in (Western) Germany, be it 

with opposite results. In both countries it is assumed that mo~~rways are 

a category of their own, that should be treated uniformity. In Belgium it 

is realized that motorways, being high-speed roads, are inherently dan-

ge rous and require a road lighting, whereas in Germany it is realized that 

motorways are essentially a very safe type of road, and thus do not requi

re road lighting. Both viewpoints, are, of course, correct: motorways have 

the largest number of accidents per unit of length of all road categories, 

but the lowest per unit of traffic (veh.km). 

Most other countries follow the German policy, be it not completely conse

quent. Almost all motorways in countries like Spain, Italy, Sweden and 

Greece are unlit. 

Some countries consider only the accidents. When the accident rate (ex

pressed e.g. in vehicle kilometres) is over a certain limit, the motorway 

will be lito This system is used in the UK and Denmark, and also in the 

US, be it that the criteria for lighting may differ from country to coun

try or from state to state. 

In the Ne the r lands , the main criterion is the cross-profile. Motorways 

with three or more lanes in each direct ion will be lit throughout. Addi

tionally, the decision for lighting depends on the traffic volume per lane 

and on the frequency of additional traffic hazards (narrow roads, absence 

of a hard shoulder, urban spill light, etc.). Essentially, the Dutch cri

teria have been taken over in the present CIE-Recommendations (CIE, 1977). 

Only the British and the Dutch systems refer to fog as a specific hazard 

that could influence the decision for road lighting. In the UK, fog acci

dents are considered as a special "subgroup" of accidents that influences 

the decision. So, several stretches of motorways in England are lighted 

throughout exclusively because they run in a fog-prone area. The Dutch 

system includes fog prone areas explicitly as an "additional traffic 

hazard". On these grounds, most of the major river crossings (bridges plus 

approach roads) are lighted. In these cases, the lighting is in operation 

at all times, also in clear weather. This of course has consequences for 

the lighting design: the lighting must be effective both in clear weather 

and in fog, contrary to the special fog lighting systems that are switched 
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on only in fog, and which have to be designed specially for fog condi

tions. 

Obviously, for countries that have not adopted the Belgium system of ligh

ting all motorways, the Dutch system is to be preferred. It is well-known 

that fog is a severe road-safety hazard, and it is well-known as weIl that 

road lighting is an effective accident countermeasure, also in fog con

ditions. Leaving all motorways unlit may be acceptable in clear weather 

(even if there are severe doubts for this; see CIE, 1991); leaving them 

unlit in fog is of ten unacceptable. Presumably this is realized as weIl 

by German and Italian road authorities: in some fog-prone areas special 

lighting for fog conditions is instalied. Looking only at accidents may 

seem to be a good course, but there are two draw-backs: first, the road 

must be in operation a considerable time before enough accidents have 

occurred (a form of vivisection that is frowned upon in many countries), 

and secondly it is not always possible to discern the fog accidents pre

cisely enough from the non-fog accidents to come to a sound decision. 

So it is recommended to install general purpose road lighting on motorways 

that run through noted fog-prone areas. 

5.5. Reguirements for motorway lighting in fog 

The requirements for the lighting for motorways in fog are very similar to 

those for clear air, as it is the same kind of manoeuvres that must be 

performed, and therefore the same visually critical elements must be made 

visible. The relative importance of the different aspects of the lighting 

are, however, rather different as a result of the presence of the fog. In 

para. 4.3 we indicated the preview that is required for the different 

manoeuvres. The data are given in Tables 4 and 5. These data can be used 

in two ways: first, it is possible to find out what meteorological visi 

bility is required in order that a specific manoeuvre can be performed at 

a specific speed. The second way is to select the speed (that should be 

the maximum driving speed under the prevailing conditions) for specific 

manoeuvres and a given meteorological visibility. As an example of the 

first: when lane changings at high speeds and/or overtaking manoeuvres at 

low speeds are deemed necessary, the visibility should be at least 700 m. 

As an example of the second way to use the data: when the visibility is 
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300 m, corrections to the lateral position within the driving lane are 

still possible at high speeds (120 km/h), and lane changings at low speeds 

(50 km/h) but overtaking is out of the question, even at 50 km,/h. 

This points to an aspect of road safety in fog that is of ten overlooked or 

not understood. Many people drive at high speeds in clear air - say 120 

km/h. Under these conditions they can perform safely almost all relevant 

motorway manoeuvres. When fog begins, they reduce speed, and may consider 

themselves as re al safe drivers: they slow down to - say - 90 km/h. What 

they do not realize is that for many manoeuvres, particularly involving 

other traffic participants, this speed is far too high for safe driving 

even under moderate fog. A speed of maybe 50 km/h would be cal led for. 

As regards road lighting, the tables indicate that, in order to be able 

to perform the manoeuvre parts like corrections in speed or position, the 

road, the limits of the road, the road markings and any small object on 

the road must be visible up to 200 to 300 meters in order to permit safe, 

fast traffic. Normal general purpose road lighting of adequate standards 

will be able to provide the required information. More precise, the 

requirements as given in the CIE (and similar) recommendations suffice in 

almost all cases. These recommendations are for motorways: a luminance 

level L of 1 to 1.5 cd/m2, a uniformity Uo better than 0.7 and regarding 

the glare restriction a TI of less than 15%. For moderate fog (v not less 

than some 300 m) the same requirements are val id. For more complicated 

manoeuvres, like lane changes, the preview requirements are much higher . 

Here, the visibility of the road itself is of ten not sufficient, due to 

the foreshortening of the road in the perspective view. For high speed 

traffic, additional information is needed. Usually, this information is 

provided by delineators. These delineators are equipped with retroreflec 

tors, which are less effective in fog, as a re sult of the fact that the 

light has to traverse twice the fog layer between the delineator and the 

driver - once travelling from the lamp to the delineator, and once more on 

the way back. In fog, road lighting lanterns are indispensable . For still 

more complicated manoeuvres, the preview is still larger. The required 

information relates primarily to the run of the road . Here, the infor-

mat ion requires both in clear air as in fog the presence of road lighting 

lanterns. 
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In this respect, three further remarks must be made. First, it should be 

noted - as has been indicated earl ier - that the visual range fr om light 

sources is larger than the visibility as measured fr om the contrast thres 

hold. The reason is that a dark object cannot have a contrast higher than 

100%, whereas a light source can have a contrast that is much higher, 

being lighter than the back-ground (see Figure 1 and Table 1). A diffuse

ly reflecting object cannot be seen as far as a light source. This means 

that for a medium- or long-range preview, light sourees are much to be 

preferred, particularly in fog conditions. 

The second remark has to do with the same facts. During the day, road

lighting lanterns are just (small) diffusely reflecting objects, but at 

night they emit light. This is the ground for the well-known phenomenon 

that the visual guidance at night can be much better than at day, provided 

the road carries a road-lighting installation. It will be clear from the 

foregoing that these factors are much heavier in fog conditions than in 

clear air . 

The third remark is again related to the first and the second: in spite 

of the fact that disability glare is a negative factor in road llghting, 

that should be restricted as far as possible, the lanterns should be con

structed in such a way that the light distributions are not completely of 

the "cut-off" type, particularly in fog conditions. Severe glare should 

be avoided, of course, but in this respect the TI value of 15% as quoted 

above form the CIE-Recommendations gives a good result in fog. The open 

cut-off lanterns that were popular on the continent of Europe several 

decades ago, showing a TI of 5% or even less, are to be avoided for fog 

conditions. 

5.6. Installation characteristics for motorway lighting in fog 

The following three types of lighting are relevant for motorways in fog: 

- general purpose lighting 

- special fog lighting 

- support lighting 

We have recommended already to install genera l purpose lighting in fog 

prone areas; the system of considering "additional road -safety hazards" 
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permits the selection of those types of general purpose 1ighting that are 

particu1ar1y suited for operation during fog. In countries where po1icy 

prohibits general motorway 1ighting, one has to get a10ng with special 

fog 1ighting, which is on1y in operation during actua1 fog. In countries 

where on1y the general accident picture is used for deciding whether 

motorways are 1it or not, fog-prone are as can benefit fr om (additiona1) 

support lighting. 

5.6.1. General purpose 1ighting 

If the 1ighting is supposed to be particu1ar1y effective in fog, it shou1d 

be adapted in all cases to the specific characteristics of light scatter 

and light transmission in fog. First we wi11 discuss the light scatter, 

that causes the most disturbances for the short-range visibi1ity. 

In para. 2.4 we have exp1ained that the scatter is not equa11y strong in 

all directions: sideways scatter is lowest; back scatter is more pro

nounced, and forward scatter is strongest. And as the major disturbance 

of fog is caused by the veil that resu1ts from the scatter of light, it is 

c1ear that road 1ighting is most beneficia1 in fog when the light is emit

ted cross-wise in respect to the direction of view. This refers partic

cu1ar1y to those manoeuvres that require a short-range preview. The best 

resu1ts are found with 1ighting systems that emit the light perpendicu1ar 

to the road axis, 1ike e.g. catenary lighting. Cut-off 1anterns, where in 

spite of the symmetric light distribution, the light emitted a10ng the 

road axis in the same direction as the traffic is predominant, are 1ess 

beneficia1 as the back scatter is more disturbing than the sideways scat

ter. And non-cut-off 1anterns, where the light emitted a10ng the road axis 

against the traffic 4ominates, are not suitab1e at all during fog . 

A1so in para. 2.4 it has been exp1ained that the visua1 range of light 

sources usua11y is much higher than the visibi1ity of diffuse ref1ecting 

objects. This characteristic of fog can be used to enhance the visua1 

guidance, which, as was exp1ained in para . 4.3, is particu1ar1y important 

for manoeuvres that require a medium-range or long-range preview. Here, 

a compromise must be found. Luminaires that emit much light against the 

traffic may have a large visua1 range, but they cause an intense light 

veil as the result of the forward scatter · Practice indicates that the 
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normal catenary lighting lanterns give the best compromise: they remain 

visible in most fog situations; only in the densest of fogs they are 

clearly less visible than non-cut-off lanterns; however, under such condi

tions road traffic is hardy possible at all. Catenary lighting has another 

advantage: the rather short interdistance between the lanterns (usually 

between 15 and 30 m) support the view regarding the run of the road 

at intermediate distances. This is already a marked advantage in clear 

weather, but even more so in fog. Catenary lighting is therefore recom

mended for general purpose 1ighting in fog-prone'areas. 

We did not yet discuss the co10ur of the light. Contrary to what is of ten 

stated, natura1 (clean) fog scatters all visib1e light equa11y strong; 

there is no preferenee for any co10ur of the light (see para. 2.4). How

ever, the scatter is inf1uenced to a certain degree by the (intrinsic) 

luminanee of the light sourees. Therefore, large lamps show a certain 

advantage over concentrated sourees. This favours low-pressure sodium 

1amps and fluorescent tubes over high-pressure sodium or mercury lamps. 

In view of the lumen output per unit, the 10w-pressure sodium lamps are 

to be preferred for motorway lighting, particu1ar1y because the mono

chromatic light is not a draw-back at all for 1ighting roads exclusive1y 

for motorized traffic - contrary to residentia1 areas. 

As the 1ighting is in operation under all conditions, the lighting should 

comply to the quality standards that are given for general motorway light

ing (e.g those issued by CIE, 1977, or NSVV, 1991). 

In conc1usion, 1ength-wise mounted catenary 1ighting systems equipped with 

low-pressure sodium 1amps are recommended for general purpose 1ighting 

for motorways in fog-prone areas. 

5.6.2. Special fog lighting 

In some areas that are exceptiona1ly fog-prone, some motorways are 

equipped with special fog road lighting systems. A we11-known example 

is the system that was app1ied on the bridge over the Lippe river in West 

Germany, where, due to exhaust water of power stations, the temperature 

of the river water was much higher than normal. This resu1ted in frequent, 

and usua11y extreme1y dense, fog. The 1ighting system consisted of 1an-
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terns mounted on the median strip at about 1 meter (thus just under eye

height of car drivers), equipped with mercury lamps. The light was emitted 

almost horizontally in the direction of the traffic, so that especially 

the rear of preceding vehicles was lit up. The road surface luminance was 

very low, and the uniformity was very poor as well. As the lighting was 

switched on only in dense fog, this was not considered as a draw-back. The 

lighting was considered as successful, but when the environment al condi

tions were changed and fog frequencies dropped considerably, the lighting 

was removed. Similar systems were installed in other fog-prone locations 

in Germany, Britain, the US and Italy. There never was, however, any sys

tematic evaluation of the systems. 

5.6.3. Support lighting 

In some cases, the general purpose lighting was not considered enough for 

dense fog situations. Several systems of (additional) support systems were 

designed and some of them were put in operation on an experimental basis. 

The best known may be the lighting system on several mountain passes in 

the Alleghanies in the East of the US, where small light units were 

mounted in the road-way itself. The idea came fr om airport runway light

ing where such systems are standard practice. Due to cost factors, and to 

soiling by traffic and damage by snow-plows, the success was limited. 

The systems never came further than experiments. Details are given in 

Schreuder (1978; 1985b) where they are compared to regular raised pavement 

markers. The comparison showed that the system of additional support 

lighting is quite promising; further research is recommended. It might be 

added that such systems could be effective in road tunnels as well. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

• Fog is a considerab1e road safety hazard on all roads, and particu1arly 

on (high speed) motorways. 

• The disturbance to motor traffic is a re sult of the scatter of the 

light. Absorption p1ays only a sma1l role in natural (clean) fog. 

• Sideway scatter is 1ess than forward scatter and back scatter. 

• The visua1 range of light sourees is usually considerably larger than 

the visibi1ity of diffuse objects. 

• Road lighting is an effective road safety measure, a1so on motorways. 

The benefits are particularly c1ear in fog. 

• It is recommended to insta1l general purpose lighting systems on motor

ways, particu1ar1y in fog-prone regions. 

• The general purpose lighting should follow the Recommendations regarding 

the qua1ity aspects issued by the appropriate bodies (e.g. CIE or NSVV). 

• More specific, it is recommended to apply length-wise mounted catenary 

1ighting systems equipped with low-pressure sodium lamps for general pur

pose lighting for motorways in fog-prone areas. 
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FlGURES 1-5 

Figure 1. The re1ationship between the visibility and the visual range 

for different va 1ues of the atmospheric transmission (Souree: Doug1as & 
Booker, 1977). 

Figure 2. The re1ationship between frequency of fog (p) and meteorologica 1 

visibi1ity (m) on1y for winter half year; parameter h: height over ground. 

Figure 3. Average of days per month with visibility < 1 km at the given 

time (Soesterberg 1946-1960). 

Figure 4. Average of days per month with visibility < 0,4 km at the given 

time (Soesterberg 1946-1960). 

Figure 5. Average of days per month with visibi1ity < 0,2 km at the given 

time (Soesterberg 1946-1960). 
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Figure 1. The relationship between the visibi1ity and the visua1 range 

for different values of the atmospheric transmission (Souree: Douglas & 
Booker, 1977). 
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Figure 2. The relationship between frequency of fog (p) and meteorological 

visibility (m) only for winter half year; parameter h: height over ground . 
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FilUre 3. Average of days per month w1th v1s1bi1ity < 1 km at the given 

time (Soesterberg 1946-1960). 
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Figure 4. Averaga of days per month w1th visibi11ty < 0,4 km at tha g1ven 

time (Soesterberg 1946-1960). 
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TABLES 1-6 

Table 1. The relationship between the visibility and the visual range 

for different values of the atmospheric transmission (Based on data fr om 

Douglas & Booker, 1977). 

Table 2. Fog density scale and visibility distances (all distances in m) 

(Af ter: Behrens & Kokoschka, 1976, where the data regarding the situations 

are given in datail). 

Table 3. The relationship between temperature (degrees Celsius) and the 

absolute humidity for relative humidity of 100% (d, in kg water per kg 

air) (Adapted fr om Hütte, 1919). 

Table 4. Foresight values (time and distance) for different manoeuvres. 

Table 5. Required meteorological visibility for adequate preview for 

different manoeuvres. 

Table 6. Frequencies of fog accidents. 



Tr ansmi t t ,ance Black object 25 cd white light 

at 250 m visibility (m) visual range (m) 

0.02 150 430 

0.03 200 490 

0.05 240 550 

0.10 320 710 

0.20 430 950 

0.30 600 1300 

Table 1. The relationship between the visibility and the visual range for 

different values of the atmospheric transmission (Based on data from 

Douglas & Booker, 1977) 

Fog density Standard visua l Maximum visibility distance 

scale range vehicle outline tail light 

day night night 

thin fog 1000 - 500 200 - 140 170 - 120 400 - 300 

moderate fog 500 - 200 140 - 65 120 - 70 300 - 200 

thick fog 200 - 100 65 - 30 70 - 40 200 - 125 

very thick fog 100 - 50 30 - 15 40 - 25 125 - 75 

fog wall <50 <15 <15 <75 

Table 2. Fog density sc ale and visibility distances (all distances in m) 

(Af ter: Behrens & Kokoschka, 1976, where the data regarding the situations 

are given in detail). 



t d 

-20 0.001 

-15 0.001 

-10 0.001 

-5 0.002 

0 0.003 

5 0.004 

10 0.006 

15 0.008 

20 0.011 

25 0.014 

30 0.018 

Tab1e 3. The re1ation between temperature (degrees Celsius) and the abso

lute humidity for re1ative humidity of 100% (d, in kg water per kg air) 

(Adapted from Hütte, 1919). 

Manoeuvre 

Corrections to the position 

or speed 

Lane changing 

Stopping, overtaking etc. 

Strategie manoeuvres 

Time 

(sec) 

3 

7 

10 

20 

40 

50 km/h 

42 m 

98 m 

139 m 

278 m 

556 m 

80 km/h 120 km/h 

67 m 

155 m 

222 m 

444 m 

888 m 

100 m 

233 m 

333 m 

666 m 

1332 m 

- - up to several km - - -

Tab1e 4. Foresight values (time and distance) for different manoeuvres 



Manoeuvre 

Corrections to the position 

or speed 

Lane changing 

Stopping, overtaking etc. 

Strategic manoeuvres 

Time 50 km/h 

(sec) 

3 120 m 

7 300 m 

10 420 m 

20 750 m 

40 1700 m 

- - - up 

80 km/h 120 km/h 

200 m 300 m 

450 m 700 m 

670 m 1000 m 

1350 m 2000 m 

2700 m 4000 m 

to severa1 km - - -

Tab1e 5. Required meteoro1ogica1 visibi1ity for adequate preview for dif

ferent manoeuvres 

Country Province, Year % fog Remarks Source 

State accidents 

Canada Br.Co1umbia 1972 2 all accidents OECD, 1976 

Ontario 1972 2 all accidents OECD, 1976 

New Found1and 1972 5.5 all accidents OECD, 1976 

Manitoba 1972 0.7 all accidents OECD, 1976 

USA 1972 2 tota1 OECD, 1976 

1972 3 damage on1y OECD, 1976 

Finland 1972 14.2 injury OECD, 1976 

1972 13.7 damage on1y OECD, 1976 

Ita1y 1972 0.99 tota1 OECD, 1976 

UK 1970 1.49 casua1ty OECD, 1976 

1971 1 .68 casua1ty OECD , 1976 

1972 1.55 casua1ty OECD, 1976 

1973 1.48 casua1ty OECD, 1976 

1974 0.79 casua1ty OECD, 1976 

Spain 1972 0.78 OECD, 1976 

Ire1and 1973 1.1 OECD, 1976 

Netherlands 1983 0.8 injury Oppe, 1988 

1984 0.8 injury Oppe, 1988 

1985 1.5 injury Oppe, 1988 

Tab1e 6. Frequencies of fog accidents. 


